
Have you ever done something you knew you shouldn’t have 
and then felt grim because of it? Everyone sins. Everyone messes 
up. 

	 Everyone makes lousy decisions — some people start earlier 
than others. My first memory of me messing up took place on my 
second birthday. Yes, you read that right. I did something beastly on 
my birthday. I didn’t know it was disgusting then. Does it still count 
as a sin if I didn’t know what I was doing wrong? I didn’t know how 
broad

my conscience was until I feel guilty just from eating cake!

I should probably start from the beginning and not just leave you 
sitting wherever you’re sitting and scratching your head. It was my 
second birthday, my parents, friends, and cousins were present 
waiting patiently for my mom to find a knife so that she could cut the 
pink and white frosted chocolate cake. On my birthday I was the 
center of attention in my frilly PINK dress and pink and white 
barrettes let me tell you that dress was so pink it’s the kind of dress 
that you like when you’re a two year old. Let me tell you how that 
dress was made, a tomato and blushing had a kid and their kid was 
that dress.

	 Do you know the baby look? The baby look is when people 
look at a baby like he/she is this amazing, brilliant, excellent, 
extraordinary, fantastic, glorious, impressive, magnificent, 
outstanding prodigious wonderful BEING and the baby is just 
slobbering on his/her toe. Pretty much everyone had nailed the baby 
look and was giving it to me. Anyway I remember looking at my ten 
year old cousin and thinking, “she’s so admirable I’m only two today 
and she’s TEN how old I hope i’m that sensational when I’M ten.” 
 My cousin, Sam was waiting patiently for the cake to be cut along 
with all of the other adults and kids. I, on the other hand, did not 

care if the cake were cut or not when I devoured it. I brilliantly 
plunged my hand in the cake, curled my hand to get the maximum 
amount of cake in it and licked my hand, then repeated. At first, no 
one noticed, then they started slowly swiveling their heads around 
like owls. “OH NO” someone hollered so loudly it made me go deaf 
“ELIZA’S EATING THE CAKE.”

	 My mom turned around. With eyes bulging out of her head and 

a mouth open as wide as the garage, my mother suddenly 

resembled an alien creature. Everyone looked at my mom, then 

me, then my mom again then me, and burst out laughing.


